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“The snack category has been
driven to focus on healthy
options, whether through legal
regulations or consumer
demand. It is important,
however, to keep in mind that
one of its primary functions is
to be convenient, thus it is
essential to think about
formats that offer
convenience and quick
consumption anywhere."
– Ana Paula Gilsogamo, Food
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• Bread, spreads and ingredients for sandwiches can boost
consumption as a snack
Figure 16: Snacks consumption – Brazil, December 2019

• There is space for fresh fruit and vegetables to invest in
ready-to-eat formats

• Natural ingredients can boost the healthy and premium
appeal
Figure 17: Healthy snack attributes – Brazil, December 2019

• Women are more likely to consider low carb snacks healthy
Figure 18: Healthy snack attributes, by gender – Brazil,
December 2019

• Consumers in the South-East region are more likely to
consider low-fat snacks healthy
Figure 19: Healthy snack attributes, by region – Brazil,
December 2019

• Sweet spreads and salty snacks can use ingredients from a
specific origin to gain premium perception
Figure 20: Premium/gourmet snack attributes – Brazil,
December 2019

• Attractive packaging and unique ingredients add premium
perception to snacks
Figure 21: Premium/gourmet snack attributes, by age groups
– Brazil, December 2019

• Women are more likely to consider handmade snacks
premium
Figure 22: Premium/gourmet snack attributes, by gender –
Brazil, December 2019

• Snacks that require refrigeration can invest in long-lasting
options
Figure 23: Snacking behaviors – Brazil, December 2019

• Sweet cereal bars can highlight their natural ingredients
Figure 24: Snacking behaviors, by consumers of sweet cereal
bars – Brazil, December 2019

• Combining low content of fat, sugar, salt and calories can
boost consumption among women aged 55+
Figure 25: Snacking behaviors, by gender and age groups –
Brazil, December 2019
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• Meat snacks can invest in healthy claims
Figure 26: Snacking attitudes, by consumption of savory
snacks – Brazil, December 2019
Figure 27: Wilde chicken chips

• Indulgent and exclusive flavors appeal to Generation Z
Figure 28: Snacking attitudes, by generation – Brazil,
December 2019
Figure 29: KitKat Chocolatory exclusive products

• Category can invest in healthy options for kids
Figure 30: Healthy snack attributes, by children’s age – Brazil,
December 2019

• Abbreviations

SNACKING ATTITUDES

APPENDIX – ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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